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Page 3.

Excitation of radial resonator with annular slot.

V. A. Poperechenko.

Is solved the problem about the external and internal excitation

of radial resonator with the narrow annular slot, which radiates into

the half-space. Is more precisely formulated a question about the

coupleteaess of set of functicus, which describe fields within the

resonator durin the excitation by its only alternating outside

currents. Is applied the kncvt method of addition and integrating of

the badly/poorly converging series and integrals.

In this article based on the example of sufficiently typical

antenna in the form of narrow annular slot with the radial rescnatcr,

excited by the arbitrarily distributed alternating outside currents

(Fig. 1), are stated the sethcd cf the sufficiently strict solution

of alectrodynamic problem and the calculations of the fundamental

parameters of the antenna: the distribution of voltage along the

slot, the radiation pattern, pelarizational characteristic, composite

- - ~i j - J I *
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conductivity of radiation/emission and input resistance. In the

literature [1. 2, 3, etc.] were examined similar problems for other

special cases of the form of resonator, slot and exciting sources.

Let us turn directly to the solution of stated problem whose

electrodynamic formulation is clear from Fig. 1. The walls of

resonator and unlimited infinitely thin screen, which divides

half-spaces, are accepted ideally conducting. The obtained below

results in certain part are close to the series/ro of the published

works. Nevertheless the presentation of these results is useful from

a systematic point of view for further improvement of the engineering

methods of calculation. of nouresonant slot antennas on the base of

strict methods.

-- k ,i " ..... b'. .. .
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I

Fig. 1.

Page 4.

The solution of stated here problem is realized by the methcd of

partial regions with the imposition of condition of continuity on the

average/mean in the width slots of the value of the tangential

components of the vectors of field. In this case it is systematic

convenient in accordance with the principle of equivalency the

tangential component of alectric field in the slot of each of the

partial regions of representing as equivalent surface magnetic

current [4], superimposed in the limits of slot on the fictitious

ideally conducting screen, which completely divides partial regicns

from each other (Fig. 2).

Continuity conditions indicated for the average/mean values of

field analytically are represented in the form

H wG(9) (4p) "
IM _
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for H

, d+ .

where If ((,r C,
t J

and
(v

.. .. . . .R E ,

Key: (1). for

whers with an accuracy to the sign, which depends on the direction of

normal to the surface of slot,

SE,(4p, r) dr.
2I

Are here for the narrow slot taken in the attention only

respectively longitudinal and transverse components of field a and 7.

magnetic currenti"',-1 1 ,p) is the unknovn function, vhich is represented

in the form of Fourier series

(to -V ue

.

-

/4M
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Let us pass directly to the solution of the formulated problem.

For this let us record the exjressicns of field in the external space

and within the resonator thrcugh copoaentsE, and H,. The solution of

the equations of saxw*vl for these components in the external space

let us record in that form, as this is given in work (5].

I-
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Fig. 2.

Page 5.

Taking inato account the mirror image in the infinite screen of the
expression of full/total/couplete fields 'E, and 'H they will take the

form

I4- 
e e

for z>z'

•b V--7 (z) --- 2 1 d-"________ WI I
2a v

for z~z*.

Here coefficients P and Foe are equal to:

j,. .b
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F,9,t = e T.e'+

+ j+i Jxr') jr'dr'd p' dz',

'C e IF4e

+ g J) ( r')j r'dr'd (P dz',

where when fl<ic, the sign of imaginary radical. 1/x - is taken by

negative.

Page 6.

Ranaining field components at any point spaces are expressed as

E,, and If, and currents w~ ,.j.~ ith the help of the

relationships/ratios:

~~~j +~±A~ 5;7'a + iW

I oS E + P' - ------ o 1

IC3H4+ 9 - 0' iaH. aiof8~~ r~az +
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The function of unknown magnetic current / ) enters into data

of expression, being expressed through the bulk density of current in

the following analytical form:

d

Fiells vithin the resonator through the outside currents are

determined by the method of sc1ition of the nonhomogeneous wave

equations, valil in the absence of outside static charges and steady

currents:

I d OuE~ I 8E, 8E
+~ +--j x,. ,

j"rot,jM  4-'i cop j 1, gra , d, iv ) (1)

I d 6HFf I 8'F 8lf, H 2 2H
---- grad, (div ) (2)

-- rotj' +i i wzj: --.-- grad (div T). (2)

Similar vector wave equations for the electrical sources are

given in [6].

The full/total/complete unknown solutions of equ. (1) and (2)

(see the appendix) can be represented in the form:

F sn LnZ sn" (gb' t r) e7" (3)

C M3

IimU M0 R-

Amid ~ ~ ~ I"MJC b ,hr 4
IM M-
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where through sn,,(x,.b, x,,r) and cs,,(x,.b, x,r) are designated respectively

sine and' cosine small radial of n order [7]:

C,. (...b, - N. (,b) J. 1,,(,r)- N, (,,w) J. (,.b).

Page 7.

Parimters Z and xt. are the n roots of the equations

sn, (ib. x:) - 0 up m- 0 1, 2,... (z -0)

and • ..(u.b. -.a) - 0' ,. 0, 1, 2,. . )

where s-n.lb. ,a) - sine large radial is equal to:

. Sa,x, ..,a) - N; (i,, ) J (,,a)-Nv (,,) Ji (x,,).

For letsrining the coefficients FL.. and F',m in the source

function we will use the relaticnships/ratios of the orthogonallty:
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e--ar el" d 9 2 n i n

0 npm v n,

0n ddt --- 1

T npuL--1, 10,0,

Sc Fu L=I, 1=0,
0 npa LI&1,

b
sn,(-b, ) sn,, (,, b.%,Ir) rd =

I - [ e.(.a. 4Ab pj M=,,

0 1 m.,

Key. (1),,). ith, b-' ,),d,

Page 8.

Slzbstituting predicted solution (3) and (q) into wave equ. (1)

and (2) and taking into account the recorded above

elationships/ratios of othogcnality, it is not difficult to arri ve

at the values of the unknown coefficients:

2U
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rots-. + i q%. J;- gm lo

x 4' COS Lx, so,. (,L,q.* , ) ,,'d ' -Z'°

x

-- mt*" + - ga.(i ) x

2n a

1 n m 
--h

• laz"
XO1 "%evoSM( 1b, .,)'d yd

' ~*. "4 2 6)

where -sybol of Kroneck r: - -2; iitJ,,--.

The zeo ters of soluicn (3)- (6) describe the fields, which

have in one, two or three coordinate planes the instantaneous

structure of permanent field, and they are the solutions of the

corresponding one-, two- or three-dimensional equations of Poisson.

The zero terms of single oultiplicity(yf-O,or n=O, or 1=0) correspond

to waves of the type 9 and H without variations in the field on one

of the transverse coordinates. The zero terns of dual multiplicity

(xmmo,-n=0, or n=O, 1=0 or 'xm-0, L--o) correspond to waves alectric vave

mode. Ani finally the zero terms of triple multiplicity (xm,,,-On=O,

1=0) correspond to potential waves. Let us designate then PEM.

[ i'

4 4
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In connection with this Frcblem for the region out of the

sources it is possible to ascertain that from a number of lowest

transmission soles (PEl and TI) they become zero, independent of the

form of sources, field of bctb cf waves PER, both azimuthal waves

TEN, also, on one of the cylindrical and plane waves of TEN. In order

to be convinced of this, it suffices to use passage to the limit

x-o-0, n-.o0, 1-0 if(3)-(6) and in the relationships/ratios of field

components E. E, H Mr. 9.

Page 9.

Let us return to our problem and will pass to composition and

solution of equations for detetaining the mgnetic current in the

slot. Let us write out for this coefficients ,F ,
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2
2x 4ep dJ .'( tr)-

*

d+T

d--r -

£#

r 2 a .z dr''

In the latter/last two equalities luring the integration for z'

and r* is used the relatiCnsbdp/ratio, known from the theory of

6-unction 10 ]:

S f(x) "M (- )dx-f"" (t)(-- )A

d-

is thke ito ronslderation, that vhs ong 6 coiponent of magnetic

current is present, the right sides of the equations of Maxwell take

the form:

mt- OP4- grad (di(-,7

-r.- + i 094- grad (d IvT' -- a L .'
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Page 10.

Substituting obtained coefficients, F7'" into the expressions 
of

field £ ..amd ff, and writing/recording continuity conditions 14M, in

the region out of the sources in the expanded/scanned form, we will

obtain the equation, from which is determined the value 
of the

coefficients of Fourier series for unknown magnetic current

C+-_ .. s,,,,I ' ,' u. 2c,. i,, _ e)

Fj,- ,,, .(+ ' b j ,sn [(d

2) 2

0. 2n 
1

' - l.

- j

x 2 T_ F.,
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(, (,F ( .'

(147.d+ 1) -i, __ +

(f. ( + . -.

I-/\ic-L"j
1 M-0 11. K 5

[ 2 f2C ) L

XX

{ C Zz a 2 2 a

Page 1.

Expression A. is the recording of the total of the external. and

'internal composite conductivities of tha radiation/emission of

annular slot per the unit of its length for the appropriate azimuthal

harmony of field, by definitica equal to

vhere I, - surface Plectric current density of alsplacement in the

~J~L A'
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slOt, Us,. voltage on the slct.

The external conductivity cf radiation/emission in expression

4,,by integral .nx,.oreover the range of integration from 0 to X Xt

corresponds to the real part cf the conductivity, and remaining

interval - its imaginary part. To internal conductance corresponds

dual sum on 1 and m, which is ir the absence of heat losses in the

resonator pure imaginary value.

If we trace the made abcme linings/calculations, then it is not

difficult to be convinced of the fact that A,-,actually/really

corresponds to zonductivity:gy..

Utilizing straight/direct physical conformity between A, and the

linear conductivity of slct Y,., it is possible to approximately take

into accoant the effect of the final thickness of screen, without

resorting to complicated linings/calculations. For this it suffices

to supplement to conductivity yl. identical for all azimuthal ones to

harmonic e'j- supplementary linear capa:ity susceptance Yi-c of the

capacitor/condenser, formed by the opposite edges of screen. This

conductivity approximately ccaprises

wherg 6- thickness of screen, t - width of slot, e-the absolute
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dielectric constant of medium in thi gap between the ends/faces cf

screen.

Obtained expression aw. determining magnetic current in the slot,

together with the expressions cf field in the resonator and outside

it in fact are the completed fcrval solution of stated problem.

However, the direct use of these results, especially for the very

narrow slots, meets with cn its path the computational difficulties,

connected with the slow ccnvegerce of series on m and integrals on x.

For facilitating the engineering calculations during the

computation of these integrals ard series/rows let us produce some

conversions of the obtained sclution.

Page 12.

For this let us decompose the intervals of integration and

addition respectively intc two prts from 0 to xt.(from 0 to xqj (I)

and from xt to - (from x,t to -) (I) so that in the limits of entire

1I interval would be possible the replacement of cylindrical

functions by their asymptotic expressions with the help of the first

members of the series/rows of Hankel. This means that in the II

interval is necessary fulfilling of the inequalities

d Ot
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Key: (1) . or.

if we have in mind that a radius of thq annular slot d and a radius

of resonator b are commensurated with the wavelength or compose

several wavelengths, i.e.

d}>
b K

Then in comparatively shcrt intervil the 1 computation of

integrals and sums can be implexented raspectively graphically and by

term-by-tern addition, and in interval II - with the use of the

a pproxima tions:

2cosI%(b-r)I' ______%(b_-__

cs,, b, r) V ,5 sn,(xb, -r)- nL (' -R)1

Sn,, (a, Yb) IV ( i A% b-a
-2 Cos r (n, + ) .

and tabular suns and integrals.

Ths introduced demarcaticn of the intervals of integration and

addition makes it possibl" to also simplify the problem of the

.. .,a - . . . I . . . .. . " " " ,
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preliminary computation of integrals on the radial coordinates r and

z*. So when x<xt in view of ccndition t<<d it is possible to ccunt

functions from xr and Y/ within the limits of slot by those by

slowly changing and to calculate these integrals according to the

formula

Sf (r) dr' =tf (d)

independent of the complAxity of integrand.

Page 13.

For second section (x>'cI ) the integration for z and r' after the

carrying out of the slcwly changing factors also presents no

difficulties:

dT at

d+ T" sin-
•y r

cs,(i t b, -r)dr t 2 2 cosi(b-)].

d T 2

Th. obtainad as a result cf integrating the complicated

trigonometric functions integral function si from argument xd in

interval x >, can be represented by the approximately asymptotic
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expression

si 4,- -_ COS
1d

The same path can be used fcr the addition of simpler

series/rows on 1. In this case as sign/criterion for demarcation of

two intervals of idlition L< and L> serve the conditions of the

approximate representation of functions from 1

A ppendix.

& question about thp completeness of solutions for the fields

within the resonators from a systematic point of view deserves

supplementary examination. The fact is that in the literature, which

concerns the solutions of such problems in the generalized form (for

example, [8 ], [9, are indications abo-at the methods of obtaining

the full/total/3omplete solutions by the inclusion in of them

vortex/eddy and potential field component.

However, during the soluticn of specific electrodynamic problems

the completeness of solution can be achieved/reached,

also, without the special separation of electromagnetic field to

these two parts. For this it suffices to ensure the completeness of

the spectrum of the soluticns ef the system of wave equations f~r the
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fi-ilds or the potentials with th- observance of the conditions of the

validity of these equations. As is krown [6], these conditions are

uniformity, isotropy and linearity of medium, and for the potentials

even and the relationship/ratic:

diV ' - t

eliminating full/tctal/complete a3rbitrariness , and -

Page 14 ,

For the outside sources, which satisfy continuity conditions:

pap

the system of four wave equaticns indicited for potentials

1.'(7.' Y9(Ps). V(p - ) is reduced to the system of two equations fcr

A-( ) - and in the system cf twc equations for E(/,., p P-). H(i, i;. P-. ,_.

in their right side charges P* and jpw are eliminated and remain only

currents A- and.7?. A number cf sources, which do not satisfy

continuity conditions, in particular, includes steady curzens Jo

and ,) and static charges Po and Po. which, being constant/invariable

in the time, in the general case ar. not in any way connected.

The completeness of the spectrum of the solutions of th- system

of wavq equations is ensurel, if in it are taken into consideration
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all terms with the eigenvalues from 0 to (for the spectrum of the

erect ones of will). Thus, the full/total/complete solution of the

Aquations of Maxwell in the resonator in the general case should be

considered such, which contains the full/total/complete spectrum of

the solutions of the system of wave equations for Ao(r,(T). or

E(i*. -'. * ) in the form of waves E, H, electric Wave mode and PEM,

the electro- and magnetostatic fields of charges po. p and currents

i 1..and field of that part of the time-varying of charges2 . P'. which

do not for some reason or other satisfy continuity conditions. In

problem examined above in view of the conditions accepted outside

sources satisfy continuity conditions. Therfore expressions (3), (4)

togethar with tha expressions cf the transverse components of field

are the full/total/complete solutions of the equations of Maxwell for

this resonator.

In conclusion the author expresses appreciation to th2 Caniidate

of Technical Sciences L. S. Benenson for the useful observations and

meaningful discussion.
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Page 15.

Synthesis of nonequidistant line-source antenna by th5? statistical

methods of search.

0. 1. L~vin.

Are axaminad quastions of the use/applicat-ion of *ethcds oi

statistical optimization to the tasks of tha- synthesis of the

nonaluilistart rarefied gratings. Is comprised the systam stochastic

riff-ircntial equations, the pcint cf stable equil-ibrium of vnich is

the point of the location of the* unknown sxtremum of tha functi~nal

cf the disagroment/mismatch of preset and synthesized diag~ams. Ara

i;.ran the results of the calculations of ncnequidistant antenna

arrays by the method in questicn.

Foruulaticn of the pcob1am.

Is examined th2 task of the construction of ths;- discrata/digital

line-source antenna, which realizes thO preset, radiation pattern

f (U).
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The radiation pattern of the linear grating
N

F(u) V A. exp (ids +ii. (u.+)

where u=v sin 9, 9 - the angle, calculated off the normal to the

grating; A, du", - unknown amplitude, position and the phase of the n

1.mitter, mcreover pcsitions are measured in the halflengths of waves;

N - number of emitters in the grating.

For a precise realizaticn cf the preset diagram f(u) by the sum

of form (1. 1) it is necessary that f(u) gould bvilong functions

(sas []); but if f(u)E 8BS the solution of problem consists in the

de:ermination of such values of contrclling parameters A,, ., P. n1,

2, ..., N so that the obtained diagram F*(u; as possible better would

approach the given one. The variation formulation of this problem

consists in the determination of such vectors Ad,.V (where

, A.. . A,; d-{d. d2.... d,,.) , .... ,.. thich hey supply the

min4.um to the functional of disagrigment/mismatch p [f(u) , F(u) ],

whe p - fistanc between f (u) and F(u)

Depending on the selecticn of the function space, elements/cells

of which are functions f(u), F(u), is determined the
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concrete/specific/actual form of the functional of

disagreement/mismatch p.

Th3 minLmizatioa of this functional leads to the determination

of those optimum values of the ccntrclling parameters which make it

possible to most accurately obtain the required diagram.

Thus, the task of synthesis is reduced in terms of the

"ftincticnals" tz the task of mathematical programming.

Page 16.

TO this formulation of the problem of synthpsis is turned the

attention in work (2], where are constructed the

concrete/specific/actual forms of ths functionals of

disagreement/mismatch and are solved several tasks with the help of

ths optimization of such functicnals.

Unfortunately, in the majority of th - in practice interesting

casps p (f(u), F(u) ] it is nonlinear and, as a consequence of this,

multi- extrimum functional, what considerably complicat4s th3 sclution

of statpd problem - the determination of thw global minimum of the

functional of disagraement/mistatch. Is constructed the iterative

process of the search for the optimum values of the controlling

~ . I - -
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paramaters, corresponding to the point of the global minimum.

For an improvement in the probability of the convergence of th--

process of search at the pcint of the global extremum of functional

it is pcssJble to r.lcommend several methods of organizing the search

for the optimum values of the Faramaters. Among such methods,

indicated in [2], it is possible to note:

1. Selection of random initial coniitions in the combination

with ths local search. This glctal search is the statistical

exoansion of the usual method of local search.

Search from thq different initial positions consists in the

random sampling of initial position with the subsequent motion,

detarminal by any of the known local methods of descant, to the

extrmum and by the selecticn of the main thing.

This algorithm of the statistical search for global extremum is

in fact the algorithm of random sorting the local minimums and

becpusq of this is affectivily applicabli with their small number.

It is necqssary to noti that the a priori information, which

escape/pnsues from the analysis cf the physical structure of process,

sakes it possible to immediately reject/throw the "hopeless" relions
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of the initial conditions that ccnsideribly accelerates the search,

and to also so organize the probability distribution function of the

random initial conditions, in order to increase substantialli the

probability of the assignment of the initial conditions, which lead

to the point of global extremum.

2. lethod of preliminary approximate solution consists in

construction of rough soluticn of statod problem on the basis of

methods, on requiring high expenditures of machine time (for exampl-,

use of method of steady state, resolution into Fourier series in

terms of systems of different functions, etc.). In this case it is

vqry prcbable that approximate solution gravitates to the global

extremum (or at least to the very d~ep extramum, which unessentially

differs from global). The subsequent local search can then lead to

the determination of global extremum. Some methods of the rough

estimate of initial approximaticn/approach will be in more detail

invastigated subsequently.

Page 17.

3. '19thol -)f fitting (utilizing terminology [2]). This methcd

consists in the fact that first the problem is solved for this small

number of parameters n, with which is feasible full/total/complate

sorting. Thar is added an an ev-n smallzr number of emitters and is

.. , ,.
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sought the extremum of functional by the method of the

"adequate/approaching directions" from the initial values of n of the

arguments, which correspond te the global extremum, found

full/total/complate countershaft for the n emitters. Thus, each time

i.s conducted the search fcL the optimum parametars the narrowed

space, that begins from the "bed", obtained in the preceding/prsvious

stags. The advisability of applying this method, which is cue of the

variatips of th. grcup of mpthcds of the type of dynamic programming,

increases with an increase in the number of parameters, since in this

case sharply grow/rise the expenditures of machine time and the

iifficulti3s, c.nnected with the multi-extremality of the optimizable

functioril. Therefore the multistage process of optimization in the

space of a considerably smaller number of measurements is very

promising. Despits the fact that the. direct use/applicaticn of

methods of lynamiz programming to ths tasks of the synthesis of

antennas incorrectly (3], results of works [3], (4] make it possible

to Judge the sufficiently gccd quality :f the obtained solution with

the help of these methods.

In this work the task of the ditsrmination of extr.mum is

reducad to the solution of the system of inequalities and tc finding

of zero functions. Is comprised the systam stochastic differential

equations, the point of stable equilibrium of which is the point of

th4 location of th: unknown extramum.

II
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The method in question is borroved from (5).

Stochastic method cf tha search for the glcbal axtremum of the

function of many variable/alterrating.

Let in region R of n-dineqsional be euclid-an space it is

detqrmined the diff arentiated function y=p(X}>O, X-(x,. x2,. .. where

R ragion is determined by the system of the inequalities

(X)< 0, =1, 2.....,.

If R is preset and by equations 4j(X)=. the each such condition

is riduced to two inequalities:

(P!(X)0i -P/(X)<0.

Is raquired to construct the algorithm of ditirmination from given by

accuracy s point X'E R, in which function p(X) it reaches global

extramum. for example the minimum [for the determination cf maximum

it is necessary to examine furction - p(X) ].

Let us construct the sequence of monotonically decreasing

positive numbers 1.) such, that N.-?'N=>0. To the system of

ine.qualities let us supplement one alditional inequality

TV,(M , P (X)X- < o.
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This system of inequalities is satisfied under condition

m. minp(X) and is determined point XE R, which is the point of the
XeR

local axtremum of function p(X), moreover the depth of this extremum

is determined .

Page 18.

Then we take the following value of (%. we seek point 'XE R, being

determining a d-eper local minimum of function p(X). With certain

.- can sem th!-t A.<min p(X), then preceding/previous valueaW-i

with accuracy s will be equal to minimum value p(X), and the

corresponding pcint X--X* - tc the point of the minimum.

Thus the task of the search for the minimum of function p(1) is

replaced by the task .f solving the systam of inequalities.

we further construct function FM H*(X),where
0I , "x<,

Hi (.3) = p (X) p, sign p (X), i = 0, 1 . m; sign x - o X>O,

p- weight co.fficiznts of limitations (acccunt cf the importance cf

different limitations) pt-1.

Furction F(X) is equal tc zero for those X, for which the system

, I ~i
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of inequaLities is satisfied. Ccnsequently, the task of determination

min p(X) is reduced to the determination of zero functions F(X) with
XeR

given one ki. ks it is not difficult to see, FLX)>O. Consequently,

zero functions F(X) are its minimums. Zero functions F(X) we will

search with the help of thn "stray's random search, which is the

statistical development of the regular method of gradient and

consists in the fact that for the purpose of imparting to search

global chiracter on the gradient descent ar superimposad the random

"jerks/impulses" (t), which create the mode/conditions of the random

walk. This motion of point under the effect of the determined

rsmoval/irift to th- 3id. of antigradisnt and random "jgrks/impulses"

is determined by the follcwing system stochastic differ=ntial

equations: d ..n.= -- grm.,l(X) + ,F (X)j E.(t, m - 1 2, , (1.2)
dt

where 'V(X)1-W,(X).V 2 ..(X) '1X) -the vector function of scalar

argument. I ((t)t{It). -(t) . 1,(t)} - th3 vcctor random process whos2

components - the normally distributed random processes with the zero

mathematical expectations and the correlation matrix/di of the form
M k. Wt i (t -'r) = K,, 8 T) (1.3) I

where 6(r) - the generalized function of Dirac, Ki1 -the Kronecker

delta.

Page 19.

_2 -e.
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Generally speaking, as e(t) it is possible to take any with thz

symmetrical relative tc zero densities of distribution of probability

procass.'W-(X) -the noise intensity which is the higher, the further

the representative point X from X*, which corresponds to minimum

value p(X).

The selection of fan-juncticn . WF(X)] determines, actually,

"damping" of th? process of search, i.e., ths relationship/ratio

between the determined descent and the random se4arch. As function

."F(X)l ,were investigated the functions of the type exp IF(X)] -1,

?2(X) and so forth.

It is necessary to ncti that successful selection WjF(X)] in

many respects contributes to the rapid se.arch for extremum, but for

this sslection it is necessary to produce a sufficiently lazge number

of preliminary experiments. The process, determined by equ. (2.2),

with t--)- leads to the most protable position of point to a X-

position of global extremum [6].

Diffarent statistical methcds of the search for glcbal axtremum

with th- adaptation in the prccess of s-arch and evaluaticn/estimate

of the parameters of these methods are given in [6].

It would be interesting to use different statistical methods for
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the tasks of the synthesis of optimum antennas and to compare between

themselves obtained by these methods results.

Examples of the synthesis of nonequidistant lins-source antennas.

By the method stochastic search for the global extremum of the

functional of disagrasment/mismatch p(X)=p[f(u), F(u; X) ], whara

vector X - the vqctor of thi ccntrolling parameters, was calculated a

large number of diagrams. For the economy cf machine time are

examined only the cases of real diagrams; transition/junc'ion to the

optimization of the complex-valued diagrams adds no fundamentally new

difficulties.

As f(u) was utilized the diagram with the preset form of major

lobe and the zero lateral radiation: for example,

fQ 4{ ' 40 04 n (.4)
0, 0,04a < I, u :,

As the fun=tional of disagreement/mismatch let us take

diverger.=a of f (u) from F (1i; X) in space t,!_M9J

[In I'
In the cas, of the ccmplx-valued function F(u; X) it is

pcssibl s tc prcduce the optimization of the modulus/module cf the

S/ I
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diagram: 9LIf(( u; ) du P 06
PL,(X)-PV(u), F(u; X)( F.

Thus, the functional of disagreement/mismatch is nothing else

but the norm of divergence f (u) from F (u; X) in space Lp.

Page 20. Daspite the fact that cccurs th3 minimization of divergence

Cf f u) from F(u; X) in Lp. which guarantees the int3gral nearness cf H

diagrams; howav-r, according to the known theorem of functional

analysis with p-- -. rm in Lp aFproachns the uniform norm (space C).

Thqrefora with sufficiently large p (in the calculations was utilized

p>6) it is pcssible to speak cfthe "almzst" uniform

approximation/approach of the preset diagram flu).

Functionals (1.5) and (1.6) provide approximation/approach

taking into account both fundamental (IuL<0.04r and the side lcbos of

diagram (0.04wrIuI<r). The more general/morn common/more total

functional -

lul < 0.0OX

f f(u)- IF (u; X~ u(1.7)

whqr- a0>O it makss it possible to prcvid . tha required

r elationship/ratio b.tween the accuracy of the approximation/approach

of the main thing and side 1cbas depending on
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concrete/specific/actual requirements for the optimizable antenna.

Ara calculated the following optimum diagrams:

1. is produced synthe.sis in positions and amplitudas of nine

element, by aperture 19X, symmetrical cophasal grating.

The form of the obtained diagram is shown in Fig. 1, and the

values of amplitudes and positicns of emitters are given InTable 1.

Maximum side lobe has a value - 5.45 dB.

-%I
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0 0O~ hr.T 05,,U

Fig. 1 . Key: (1) .dB. (2) . Region of optimization.

Page 21.

2. Is produced synthesis cn positions of equal-amplitud,.,

symmetrical brcadsidq antenna array, which consists of 25

elements/cells, by aperturq 50X. optimum diagram is given in Fi4. 2,

and the sequence of decreasing the side lobes in the process of

search - in Tabls 2. Mlaximum side lobe - 10.5 dB.

In the cases of optimizaticns examined as the limuitations to the

r~io c-F th? ditarmina'ticn of the cont1-rolli-ng parame~ters wre

utilized the following conditicts:
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1) the equipment of emitters with the aperture: 'd.,, n=1, 2...

N;B- value of aperture;

2) the determination of emitters at a distance from each other

not lass than given one:d+-dda;

3) standardization of the amplitudes of the saittqrs:~A~

Due to the high expenditurps of machino time for the rr~alization

stochastic search the high value acquire the methods of detgrmination

relative to gross initial approximation/approach which supposedly

gravitatvs to the global extretum, from which then is conducted local

search by any of the kncwn methcis.
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'able 1.

0 0,15503 
0.

1 0,14591 3.70316

2 0.11081 -5,39699
3 0.04281 17,.8713

4 0.11111 19.0

0,75

0 air 4z a4,r a'r 4801a
, : CIAI oNnumajawn-

Fig. 2.

Key: (1). lB. (2). Region of optisizatlin.

Paga. 22.

Sove from thR methoes, that mak it possible to obtain gross

initial approximatioa/approach, are described 
in [7),
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Among them it is possible to note:

1. Hathod 3f dynamic prcgranming with the large sampla oetween

'ha adjacent elements/cells.

2. Location of elements/cells according to any a priori selected

law, which depends or. small rumber of parameters:

), n

Key: (1). where.

In particular, distancqs can bt arranged/located along the power

2 law. The asymptotic evaluaticts/astimates of thq side-lobe level of

this grating art given in work [8].

As the a priori selected laws of tha location of elements/cells

it is possible to note logarithmic (law of prima numbers) , law of the

increase of the distances between the eliments/cells on the

arithmetical progression, etc.

Th . rsult3 of calculating the gratings with such laws of the

location of elements/cells are given in [7].

ll m . , . .. . r . I t I -
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3. nethod of "rarefaction/evacuation" of equidistant grating. As

the initial approximation/aprroach is taken the equidistant,

completely "filled" grating of the prsat aperture; then from it they

begin tc raject on one emitter, until remains the preset number of

elemqnts/cells, moreover the number of the ejected emitter is

determined at each step/pitch of process by the optimum of the

functionil in questi~n. This process wa3 used fcr the synthesis cf

the equal-amplitude cophasal symmetrical antenna with N=21 and D=O4 .

Began from the equidistant grating Ad=0.5% and 4=81; after in the

grating it remained 21 elements/cells, maximum side lobe had a level

- 8.9 dB, and after the usp/applica--icn of a method of gradient it

fell to - 10.1 JB. It is intere.sting that approximately ths same

rsult was obtained, if distances were arranged/located according to

the parabolic law with the optimum selection of the parameters of

parabola and the subsequent gradient descent. The corresponding

positions of elements/cells are given in F~g. 3.
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'fable 2.

1 0,3417 9 0.449
2 0,4329 10 0.5156
3 0,3582 I1 0,446
4 0,337 12 0.4

5 0,384 13 0,585
6 o.336 14 0,474
7 0,373 15 0,3124

8 0.327 16 0.3

Key: (1) . Number of lccal extremus. (2). Value of local ext:-mum.

Page 23.

Por the evaluation/estimate of tho properties of the optimizablp

functional was used ancther, acre rapid method of local descant, it

is much better than the gradient, fitted out to the ravine character

of function, method of conjugated/combined gradients [9]. However,

the point of extremum significantly was not changed, although a

number of iterations decreased doubly.

Summarizing that presentel, it is possible to draw the

conclusion that the methods, connected with the rough 4etprmination

of initial approximaticn/apprcach and the subsequent local descant
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are considprably mora economical, than the global statistical methods

of search without the a priori assumptions; however, the proof of the

gravity of initial approximaticn/approa~h to a point of global

extrimum is thp difficult-tc-solve mathamatical task.

Table 2 depicts t he values of the passable local extrema (i.e.

.h" value cf maximum sidq lobes) . After raaching/achievemo~nt of the

level - 10.5 dB, in spite of the passed 100 steps/pitches, thR

value of extremum they were nct reducel also on the basis of this,

probably, it is possible to consider that with an accuracy to 1 dB

was obtained the global extremuff.
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0 - 4O9.wImog J~o MMEE nec,. DdIwQtvi !
I -A'a"twe ME MPel flec'e q~jafejfnvei Cut R 1 8)

a x

a xOx
7 O

3 o 0

cj' (S de '.,1 x 2o,)

Fig. 3.

Key: (1). the position of elemunts/cells aftsr

rarxfaction/evacuation. (2). pcsition of elements/cells aftar

gradient descent. (3) . In wavelengths.

Page 24.

In the calculations conducted it was assumed that !
A. | A. >O0, d,--d - d,

Fo_ the evaluaticn of the effect of the input parametsrs wera
with interelement distances of not less than iX

carried out the calculaticns fcr N=25 with the apertur 100,\,A with

different regions of optimization according to the side-lobe level

and according t3 differnt number of elam.nts/calls in the gratings.

Th-. obtained results are represetted in tables 3, 4, 5, 6.

L... 9
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Table 3 shows the effect of the region of optimization on the

attainable side-lobe levql (number of eliments/calls of grating - 25,

ths valug of apertura - 50X, interelemental distances - not less

0.5X) .

Tabla 4 shows the effect of interelemental distances on the

sidplobe level (number of elonents/cells - 25, the value of aperture

50X, the region of optimizaticn - [0.02r, w]).

Tahle 5 gives the results cf the calculations of antenna arrays

with different number of elements/cells (value of aperture -50,

interelmental distances - not less 0.5k).

- -.--'--
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Table3 3.

C6fism -Iffmmu-U, -xn cO.m'nn; X O.D42: A 0 -0814; A ,n; 0,08gr; O t; O,5 O.Oln: 1.11K

Be.IHqlja Ha - _ _ _

mC. 6OK. ae- -10,5 -10,8 -20,2 -14,2 -6
necra. [

Key: (1). Region of optimizaticn. (2). Value on max. side. of

loba/lug, dB.

Table 4.

Ad 0.57L Ix

Be.HqHHa Halmanc. fox. ae-I
necTia.86 -10,5 -7,6

Kqy: (1). Value on max. the side. of lobe/lug, dB.

Tabla 5.

T~wo sne.xaos 9 17 25 33 41 51

BPI.'lq,.a Ha MKC. do,,.x 1
aMnecrT,." j -5.45 -6.3 -10.5 -11,4 -13,35 -14.8

K,?y: (1). Number 3f elements/cells. (2). Value. on max. sidi. of

lobe/lug. dB.

Pago 25.

,I~. ,~ ,.i
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Table 6 gives the data about the effect of the value of aperture

on the sidelobe level (number cf elements/cells - 25, the

interelemantal distances - not less 0.5X).

In conclusion it is necessary to note that stochastic method of

the d.tarminatlon of global extr.mum used without the use of any a

priori information about the assumed rpgion of the determination of

global extremum is sufficiently to labor-consuming ones in the

practical realization and r,quire-s the considerable expenditures of

the time of computer(s).

The advantage of method as generally tha methods of mathomatical

programming, is great flexibility to a change in the input parameters

and, as a consequence of this, rapid transition/junction from

calculation of one varsion tc ancthar.

Conclusion.

Th. synthesis -f linc-source antonnas with the ha1p of the

methods of mathematical programming makes it possibls to avoid a

whole series of the difficulti.s, which appear during the use of

analytical methods. The task of the synthosis of antennas in this

, I -. -I
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case is placed as the task of the optimization of the complicated

self-tuning system, which makes it possible to use the numerous ideas

of tachnical cybernetics, developed for similar systems, appears thi

possibility of the equipment synthesis of antennas with the help of.

the analog technology. Vast bibliography from this question can be

found in [6].

The rpsults of the calculations of the specific problems of the

synthesis of anteanas, obtained with the help of the methods of

mathematical programming, successfully compete with the analogous

results, obtained by analytical methods.

The methods examined easily can bA propagated to the solution of

other problems of electrodynamics with a large number of complicated

nonlinear limitations.

The essential advantage of the methods of mathematical

programming is the absence of limitations to the form of the

synthesized diagram (equipment with its defined class of functions).

This setti.g cf the reverse tasks thsory of antennas in the

terms of thi optimization of functionals makes it possible to obtain

the virtually realizable soluticos, connected with the functional

limitations on them.

i, 1
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Table 6.

E w ,,, (' 50. 100

MafC. 6o. I.-r la. 3d I -10,5 -8.6

Kq: (1). Value of aperture. (2). ValuA max. side. of lobe/lug, dB.

Page 26.

A ripid increase in the means of computer technology, an

increase in high speed and remcry of contemporary computers make it

possible to .ffsctively apply iifferent statistical methods of the

search for the optimum contrclling parameters of complicated antenna

systems, moreover the circle cf the applicability of these methods

evar more is expandad (discrete./digital and continuous phase

synthesis, phase scanning, etc.).

It is necessary to alsc nct. that thase methods make it pcssible

to obtain the solutio.-.s of such problems, use/application to which

ths detailed analytical methcds is ixtramely difficult.

- _ .. ... ., . , , ... .. .. . n
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Page 27.

Principles of the construction of systems, which possess potential

frequency independence.

B. I. Mclodov.

From the equat!ons of Maxwell, which contain outside currents,

by the methods of theory of sisilitude are obtained sufficient

conditions of the similarity of field. on their basis are fcraulated

thp gentral/common/total principles of the construction of th-e

systms, which possess potential frequency independence.

introduction.

The development of the btcadband and super wid.-band

devices/auipment of difforent designations/purposes is

constantly/invariably one of the most important problems of theory

and cf intennas technique.

Th- practical absence of the sufficiently general methods of tha.

construction of such artennas leads often to the high expenditures of

...... ..
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time for the determination of the adequate/approaching broadband

structures with empiricism.

The goal of present article is thp examination of the

general/common/total principles cf the construction of antennas with

th3 weak frequency dependence.

To this group let us relate all varieties of antennas, whose

parameters are virtually stable in the more than twofold frequency

band, including ths antennas, called friquency-independint.

In the works on the frequency-independent antennas are

formulated the known semi-'.mpirical principles of their construction

fundamntal from which is considered thq geometric scale principle,

which is, actually, the ccnditicn of simulation ([[], £2), £3)).

Tha ixisting samples/speclmens of the frequency-independent

antennas, constructed in accordance with the mentioned above

principles, according to the fundamental idea belong to one group of

the antennas which can be defined as auto-commutation ones.

In the principle, each of these antennas consists of the

chain/network of the geometrically similar radiating elements/c.lls,

increasing sizes/dimensions, which conspcutively/serially rasound at
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frequencies of similarity. The remaining part pf the structure

remains virtually nonradiating.

As it is easy to establish/install, the structures indicated,

global, including outside source, actually, they do not answer the

princiole of simulation, although it is accepted as the initial.

Let us nota that fundamental princtple itself it 4s obtained

from the hcmogeneous equaticns of Maxwell, which in connection with

the goals of radiation/emissicon, strictly speaking, are not adequate,

sincs they do not contain ths initial cause of :adiation/emission -

cutsiia sourcss.

Page 28.

Some of tha utilized at present principl-Is of the construction

of the frequency-independent antennas can be somewhat more strictly

obtained by the methods of the theory of th . synthesis of antennas

([4], [5]; however, with the help of this theory there can be

obtained only ncessary spatial distribution of sources, while the

concrete/specific/actual structure of antenna it remains unknown,

Is feasible another apprcach to the resolution of the problem of

the construction cf antennas with the weak frequency dependence.

- i t - I %E
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In this case is placed the task of determining all possible

varieties of the unlimited electromagnetic structures, the only

general raquirement for which consists in, at any or specific

discrete/digital values of the frequency of outside source, the

distribution of elactromagnetic field in them being remained similar.

In such structures angular field distribution at largs, distances

from thp outside sources, and also impedances do not depend on

fraquency, i.a., by definition they will be frequency-independent.

The finite segments of the frequency-independent structures of

th? unlimited sizes/dimensions are characterized by weak frequency

dependence.

Of this typa broadband devices/equipment we will call systems

with the potential frequency independence, since, in the principle,

th.y become freguency-independent with the unlimited increase in the

sizss/di mq nsions.

Tha process of the deteraination of the Rlactromagnetic

structures, which possess the gereral/common/total preset property,

can be named the synthesis of structures. In contrast to the known

(I.. .
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theory of the synthesis of antennas, in which through the diagram is

located only the source distribution of field, by the task of the

synthesis of structures is in our case the determination of the

possible geometric forms cf ideally conducting bounding surfaces and

of outside current distributicns in the electromagnetic systems,

which possess with the unlimited sizes/dimensions frequency

inda.pendence.

Are examined below some questions of tha theory of synthesis and

principles of the constructicn cf structures with the potential

frequency independence.

Formulation cf the problom.

It is necessary to determinq the class of the structures of the

electromagnetic systems, excited by the harmonic sources, only

general/:onmon/total property cf which is a similar change in the

field with the frequency.

Similar we will considr the fields whose vectcrs car. bi

combined everywhere by changing in the graphic scale and amplitude of

the currant of outside source.

Page 29.

-- _ - f
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In the completely det.rminate structures must be satisfied the

condition of the uniqueness of the solutions of equations, which

describe processes ia the system. In connection with this we will

proceed from the equations of Saxwell, which contain outsids

currents, assuming/setting by the given ones bounding surfaces and

distribution on them of surface impedanca.

With the dependence on time lt iaitial equations take the

form:
*"rot H-i.,, ."u, ";. ,* (0)

rot + i oW.[R -- '( U;, Q, ), (2)

whers E, H - composite amplitudis of the vectors of electromagnetic

fis!d; 'e,, -. --absolute dielectric and magnetic permeability

respectively:
CT ( ". ; U " ' --= ;' U;, UD-

somA fields of the composite vectors of the densities of cutside

electrical and magnetic currents; u'1 , u12, u' 3 - orthogonal

coordinates of the points of spaces with the currents.

Sounding surface of system let be determined by the equaticn

F(U, us u) -0. (3)
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Sinza energy of real outside sourc3s must be final, we will

assume that the vector functicns, which are determining outside

currsnts, are integrated squared of space V', in which they are

preset:
I IJ I' dV'<oo. (4)

Let us name this relaticnship/rati3 the condition of physical

realizability.

For the establishment of the conditions for a similar change in

the fiells with the frequency let us use the methods of theory of

similituide ([6], [7]).

Passing in equ. (1), (2) and (3) to the dimensionless

quantitias, let us introduce t1.e designations:

=2;e; = P-/-H;

d,,---- 9; V4=, P03CM

7(" 0 (u U, W) - 1.' 7 "(.m)c ( U & ";) 
l=;  " ' 1(6)

u;/o-u; 5im-densicn less i-th coordinate with .n the limits of space with

the currgnt;
(i)

.. HHa -IoL. (7j

Key: (1). length.

_______________________________________

. -, ~~ Ja. . 1 *-~ ______________
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The first factors in the right sides of expressions (5)-(7) ars

scale ani have the appropriate dimensionalities; the second - are

dimensicnlpss and numerically equal to the values of fields, currents

and parameters in equ. (1) and (2) the system for which all first

factors are equal to one.

Pago 30.

Vector functions j(U, U", LS) R io LT) represent the fields
7 T5

of the limaensionless vectors cf outsido currants, correspondingly, in

the real and dimensionless cccrdinates.

At the mutually appropriate points (u'1 , u'2, u'3) and

T 7'T) vectors 'c? and 1-- are equal, since upon transfer to th

dimensionless cocrdlaates chang.s only graphic scale io.

Taking into account designations (5)- (7) we obtain equ. (1), (2)

and (3) in a dimensionless form:

rot- i U;~0 Af olii?( U2 U ) (9
r'ot i --,' j 9

Tha invariance of the solutions of E, 7 of the system of equ.

... . ... ..' . .. ...... ..... . . i'_. _ ... I .... .. ....,
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(8)-(10) in the dimensionless ccordinates with a change in the

frequency w is i sufficient ccndition of similar a change of fields

E, H in the real cocrdinates, since a change in scale lo upon

transfar to them corresponds tc similarity transformation.

In turn, solutions E, H in the dimpasionless space they dc not

change with the frequency, If ars executed the following

requirements:

1). do not change with the frequency coefficients in 9qu. (8)

and (9);

2). remain constant/invariable dimensionless vector functions

3). they remain the fixed shape of bounding surface (10)

dimensionless coordinates and the distribution of surface impedance

on it.

We will determine the gqnteral conditicns of electrodynamic

similarity, which ensure fulfilling tho three requirements indicated.

Let us consider at first the case of the free space whean

bounding surfaces are absent.
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Conditions of electrodynamic similarity in a freq space.

In this case the fields are described by the system cf hqu. (8)

and (9).

From the requirement of independen=9 from the frequency of the

coefficients of equations escape/iensue the following similarity

criteria:

uL~p 1 2 h(12)

CS =~ , (13)

=c4. (14)

Page 31.

Let e, and p.not depend en frequency, then from expressions

(11) and (12) we obtain th"n known condition of geometric simalarity

II8= const, (1-5)

whera X. - length of transmitting wave in the free space.

Thus. the necessary condition of the invariability of the

solutiors of tha system of ,qu. (8) and (9) is the inverse
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proportionality of frequency and scale of lengths 10.

Eliminating from expressicns (13) and (14) 10, we have

const (16)

Sinza for the fields, which ars changed similarly, regarding

he const, we obtain the supplementary condition of the similarity,

which relates to the amplitudes of the outside currents:

i'/I - const, (17)

on the strength of which, with a change in frequency the ratio of the

amplitudes of these currents should remain constant.

Lat us nota that conditicr (17) corresponds to the requirement

of the invariability of the relation of essential forces in similar

systems in the known postulate of similarity method (17]).

Whan only one form of currnts is present, condition (17) is

satisfied automatically.

L~t us pass to the nxamination of the requirement of

independence from the frequency cf the Jistributions of dimensionl-ss

outside currents ' ard ', located in the right sides equ. (8) and

(9).
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The independence of these current listributions from the

frequency, and consequently, from the value of the scale factor 10

cccurs, if simultaneously with 10 is changed spatial distribution of

outside curr~ats in the real cccrdinates.

In this special casA the distribution of the dimensionlass

vectors of currents in the real and dimeansionless coordinates can be

represented in the form of the functions

whera 0* 0, U10 ,2 1 U403 - dimensicnless orthogonal coordinates of the

points, at which are preset cuts-ide currents.
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Equal sign in this expression indicates equality dimensionless

vectors at the mutually appropriate points of real and dimensionless

spaces.

Vector function on the left side of equality (18) represents

real spatial distribution of the vectors of the composite amplitudes

ef outside currents, which changes similarly with a change in the

scale of lengths 1,.

Thus, in the absence of tcunding surfaces the ccnditicns of the

invariability of fields in the dimensionless space and, consequently,

also a similar chauge of the fields in the real space with a change

in the frequency are the follcwirg:

1. Spatial distribution cf vectors fc? and jMcv must change

with thp frequency similarly. The scale factor 10 of the cocrdinate

syst m, in which thc specified distribution of the currents

indicated, must in this case Vary in proportion to to wavelength x0 ,

which escape/ensues from ccnditicn (15).

,L I " i .
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2. Ratio of amplitudes of densities of electrical and magnetic

currents with change in frequency must remain constant (condition

(17) ].

Fulfilling of given conditions provides a similar change of

electromagnetic field with the frequency in entire space, including

the points, which lie out of the space with the currents where equ.

(1) and (2) are uniform, since the field in the dimensionless space

remains constant/invariable ir entire space.

Conditions indicated abcve can be related both to the primary

outside currknts, flowing in the sections where operate outside emf

and to secondary currents cn bcunding surfaces, connected with the

fields, which appear in the system as a result of acting cf the

applied elactromotive forces.

As is known, secondary curr.nts can be assumed/set by outside

ones, given in free space, when their distribution is accurately

known, for example, as a result of a strict solution of prcblem

taking into account the effect cf bcunding surfaces (8).

In turn, conditions for a similar change with the frequancy,

'"I
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obtained for the currents, they make it possible to rate/estimate ther

forms of bounding surfaces of thi systems in which the fie±ds change

with the frequency similarly.

As shown below, is mcre expedient to determine requirements for

ths form of bounding surfaces directly from the system of equ.
4

(5)-(7).

Some similar current distributicn.

General/common/total characteristic of similar sources.

We will call similar currents, or similar sources of current

distribution, that satisfy tie first of the conditions indicated

above, i.e., changing with the frequency similarly.

Page 33.

After taking 10=X., it is possible to present such distributions

in the following general view:

After transition into tie dimensionless space to the coordinates

, , U, U
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the distribution of form (19) is expressed by vector function

j.(, u.-), not containing scale factor.

Thus, current distributicn for which the transition to the

dimensionless coordinates is accompanied by the exception/elimination

of scale factor from the functicn, with the help of which is

expressed the distribution, it belongs to similar currents or similar

sources.

We will call the centers of similitude of point, that remain

motionless ones with a change in the graphic scale.

For example, in spherical ccordinates(R. . p)center of

similitude is point R=O. Respectively in dimensionless spherical

coordinates (.R/ko. . (p) center of similitude is arranged/located at

point R/)=O.

If on certain initial transmitting wave spaces with similar

outside currents lie/rest beside the center of similitude, for

example in the manner that spherical spices 1 and 2 with the centers

at points (R1 ,, 61, o,) and OLI$, 62, 62) cr. Fig. 1, then with ar

increase in the wave distances Rtz and Pzz of the centers cf spheres
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will increase proportional tc new wavelength.

A similar source is not displaced with a change of the frequency

only in such a case, when it is arranged/located in the center of

similitude.

Elementary similar sourcn.

Let at the point, combined since the beginning of the orthogonal

coordinate system, be arranged/Jccated the elementary outside source,

which in the limits of certair frequency band can be approximately

represented in the form of th4b tbreeo-dim'3nsional 6-function:

where a composite ccnstant vector.
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Fig. 1.

Page 34.

Upon transfer to the dimensionless coordinates this outside

current distribution will be %ith an accuracy to constant factor

determined also by the 6-functicn:

since it is obvious that a change in tha length scale will not change

the maximum form of this functicn, determined asymptotically.

Since in this case the function, which expresses outside current

distribution in the dimensicnless coordinates, does not contain

vavelqngth, the distribution of outside current (20) satisfies the

conditions of similarity.

The simplest elementary sizilar sources ars electrical and

-- I
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magnetic dipoles or concentrated sources outside emf, the

arranged/located in the center cf similitude.

similar current filament.

Let us consider the proceeding from the center of similitude

straight/direct, semi-infinite currant filament whose cross section

is small in comparison with any wavelength of certair range.

Let the current along the filament in the general case be the

traveling wave with the distribution of the composite amplitudes 
of

the following form:

£ R

61, qPI) =Te (2 1)

where . - the length of the travyling wave; 'c - positive

value; 0<v<1.

with the independence frci the frequency of parameters , v and

icl/i distribution (21) in the dizensicnless coordinates does not

contain wavelength, i.e., it is similar.

If we exclude the Plemontary section cf current, which adjoirs

point R=0, then integral (4) fcr distributing form (21) will be that

convrging, therefore, will be satisfied the condition of physical

S I I
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realizability.

By direct computation it is easy to show that the radiation

pattern for similar current (21) with , X,,, K, and v. not depending cn

the frequency, is frequency-independent.

The condition of physical realizability is similar te the krown

"principle of the cutoff", fcriulated as one of the conditions, ty

which they must satisfy frequency-independent antennas (1).

As it was noted above, accurately known secondary currents,

flowing on bounding surfaces, can be examined as the outside

currents, which form the field Cf electromagnetic system.

Page 35.

since the field in the frequency-independent system changes with

the frequency similarly, seccndary currents in this system are

similar outside sources.

Thus, similar sources are the distributions of secondary

currents in any frequency-irdejendent system.

For example, at the specific frequencies a similar sourcq is

I. 4.
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currsnt in any log-periodic systim, in particular, in the flat/plane

or conical isogonal spirals and in the vibrator ones and in the

vibrator log-periodic antennas. Intensely the radiating "active

regions" in these antennas, as is known, are moved with the frequency

in such a way that at frqquencies the similarities retain

constant/invariable positicn in the dimensionless space.

Conditions of similarity in the presence of bounding surfaces and the

principles of the constructicn cf systems with the weak frequency

dependence.

Let the system, which contains bounding surfaces, be excited by

a similar outside source.

In this case for guaranteeing a similar change with the field

frequency of the system of the requirement of independence from the

frequency of cefficients and current distribution in dimensionless

equ. (8) and (9) it is necessary to supplement with the requirements

of independence from the scale cf lengths U=X0 of the equation of

bounding surface (10) and invariability of the distribution on it of

surface impedanc-e in the dimersionless coordinates.

Scale factor X0 is eliminat-.d frcm the equation of bcundirg

surface (10) in such a case, when this surface in the real

" ,~~~~~~~ , , ..... I_
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73
coordinates changes with the frequency similarly and its equation

takes the following form:

F ()-su., ) o,u., Xo.o) = 0, (22)

where X0 - wavelength; u., - dimensionless crthogonal coordinates,

which contain lengths.

with satisfaction of ctber conditions of similarity the register

of bounding surfaces in the dimersicnless coordinates at different

frequencies is a sufficient ccndition of the similarity of the fields

of electromagnetic system at these frequencies. However, this is

accurate coincidence not always necessarily.

The structure of boundary in the dimensionless coordinates car

change with the frequency in scie limits, if this virtually is not

accompanied by zhanges in value and distributing the surface

impedance.

The example to this bounding surface is sufficiently dense foil

lattice from the straight/direct parallel conductors.

Page 36.

In this case the transiticn to the dimensionless space at

-A ,. I
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different frequencies is acccmanied by a change in the cascade

density and thickness of condtctcrs; however, under specific j
conditions this virtually is rct accompanied by a change in surface

impedance (9].

Consequently, the systems, which satisfy the conditions of

similarity in certain frequency band, can contain boundaries with the

anisotrcpic structures whose Farameters suffici.ntly slowly change

with the frequency.

Let us note finally that for rgtai.ning/preserving/maintaining

the similarity cf fields, besides a similar change in the currents

and bounding surfaces with .he frequency separately, is required the

coincidence of their centers cf similitude in the real coordinates.

&s it is easy to show, cnly with satisfaction of this

supplementary conditicn the mutual location of outside currents and

bounding surfaces in. the dimensionless space doss not change with the

frequency.

Thus, for the systems, excited by the outside currents of ore

form, sufficient conditiors fcr a similar change in the fields with

the frequency are the following:

, IA
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1. System is excitad by sivilar outside sources.

2. Form and structure of bcunding surface are such, that upcn

transfer to dimensionless cccidirates at different frequencies either

are obtained accurately coinciding surfaces or is retained

constant/invariable location cf boundaries and distribution of

surface impedance on them.

3. Centers of similitude of bounding surface and similar cutside

sources coincide.

Let us consider the ccucm¢ frinciples of the construction of the

electromagnetic systems, which satisfy these conditicns.

Any combination of outside source and bounding surface,

separately satisfying the conditions of similarity, unds.r the

condition of the coincidenc- cf their centers r.presents the system

in which the field changes with the frequency similarly.

Depending on the type of outside source and bounding surface the

similarity can be retained with a continuous change in the frequency,

at some discrets/digital friquencies or it will be only approximate

in certain limited frequency rarge.

, I
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In connection with this let us conditionally divide all possible

varieties of systems with the pctential frequency independence irtc

three groups:

1) continuously similar;

2) it is discrete or periodically similar;

3) approximately or alacst similar systems.

For the characteristic of the special features/peculiarities of

the structurp cf different types of devices/equipment, which satisfy

three conditions indicateod ahcv3, it suffices to describe the form of

bounding surface and the methcd cf excitation used.

Page 37.

For this in the examinaticn of the diverse variants of systems

with the potential frequency independence are utilized the block

diagrams, which contain only indicated fundamental data.

As similar sources we will utilizq an elementary source and a

current filament. Thus, for the constructicn of the possible types of

systems it remains to determine the acceptable forms of bounding

-- --
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sur faces.

Continuously similar systems.

In spherical coordinates (.R, 0, qp) the equation of the surface,

which satisfies the conditicrs cf similarity, takes in accordance

with expression (22) the follcwizig form:

F(4Re, 0, yp)=O, (23)

where R0  nondimensional distance from the center of similituds.

in the particular case when surface is dstermined only by

angles, into its equaticn scale factcr does not enter; therefore the

conditions of similarity arR satisfied independent of wavelength.

Sucti surfaces satisfy the known "principle of angles" f 1].

Examples of continuously similar systems, during the appropriate

location of similar outside scurces, they are:

-any conical surfacp with locked or open guide, in particular,

internal surface of any cone whcse finite ssgment serves as bounding

surface of horn antenna;
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73
- any system from several ccnical surfaces, which have the

overall apex/vertax: biconical systams of the rcund cones, the

conical surfaces of any fcrm abcve the plane, biconical systems from

the wedge-shaped or flat/place elements/cells, conical surfaces with

the sector grooves;

- ideally conducting key with any angle, in particular,

ha if-plane;

- plane or half-plane with any sector grooves, which have

overall apex/vertex and, etc.

Each of the surfaces indicated can be combined with any fcrm of
a similar outside source.

The determination of the centers of similitude of bounding

surfaces does nct represent difficulties. For the plane this is any

point of it, for the key - any ;cint of edge/fin ard for the conical

surfaces, and also the sector grooves - their apex/vertex.

It must be ncted that the systems with continuously similar

bounding surfaces little are studied.

one of the possible r3ascns for this is, apparently, failure
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from biccnical V- antenna, being according to all signs/criteria

classical frequency-independent antenna.

Page 38.

They assume that the diagram of this antenna at the finite

length of cones diverges from the frequency, although in this case it

remains the unknown such as the structure cf field at the infinite

length of elements/cells.

Discretely or periodically similar systems.

This form includes all devices/equipment, in boundary structureas

of which the distances between the elements/cells ard their

sizes/dimensions grow/rise in the geometric progression. The sections

of such structures ! am utilized in log-periodic antennas (1].

Simplest flat/plane bounding surface cf this form is depicted in

Fig. 2. On Z-axis, which is the line of similarity, is shown

,imantary similar source 1.

Structure can be characterized by the parameters:

d,,,/d =cL < 1; b,.Jd,,=.c,. (24)

/ J, j
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On certain wave XGo distance r,/X from the line of similarity

to the edge of the n4band is the sum of the infinite geometric j
progression:

r,,1 ag. L(25)

On certain another wave X,- - consequently, on this wave

It is easy to show that on the waves X.o and X02 in the

dimensionless coordinates all structural elements coincide precisely,

including outside source.

The full/total/complete coincidence of structures in tha

dimensionless coordinates is obtained on any waves whose lengths are

connected with the known relaticrship/ritic:

S O ., . ,,(2,)
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Pae 39.
Discretely similar will be any part of the structure in

question, limited by the angle whose apex/vertex lies/rests on the

line of similarity (Fig. 3). Any combination of continuously similar

surfacp and discretely similar structurg so represents the

periodically similar surface (Fig. 4). The center of similitude of

outside source 1 must in this case lie/rest on the line of the

similarity of continuously similar surface of 2 (key, half-plane,

qtc.), also, at the apex/vertex of the angle, which limits

periodically similar structure 3.

Analogously it is possible to ccnstruct the periodically similar

structures, which coincide with the boundaries of the continuously

similar surfaces of any fcrms.

The group of periodically similar structures includes also all
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surfaces, described by the equation, obtained by V. Rumsey. (1]:

R = ea'l'v'F (e). (27)

On the waves of similarity these structures correspond to the

general/common/total equation of similar surfaces (23).

A special case of surfaces (27) is, as is known, isogonal

conical spiral.

Let us note that in the lcg-periodic systems and the isogonal

spirals the location of elementary similar source in the center Cf

similitude is not accurately necessary, since in these systems amits

the small region near the rescuance element/cell, while the remaining

part of the structure plays the role of feeder line; therefore the

displacement of source along the system changes only initial phase of

field in the remote zone.

Thus, the coincidence of the centers of similitude of source and

boundary structure is not in a number of cases the necessary

conditicn cf similarity.

At tha same time during the construction of complicated systems

from frequency-independent elements/cells the coincidence of the

centers of similitude of boundary structures is the necessary

condition for a similar change in the field of system with the

frequency.

i~
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Fig. 4.

Page 40.

Approximately or almost similar systems.

The exampla to approximately similar surface is semi-infinite

foil lattice from the straight/direct, parallel conductors,

arranged/located at a distance cf d<<X o one from another and having

diameter small in comparison with distance of d.

The straight line of the shear/section of this grating, which is

the line of similarity, can be arranged/located both perpendicular to

the conductors and at angle tc them.

In certain frequency band the grating indicated in the

dimensionless coordinates has fixed shape and virtually

constant/invariable distributicn of anisotropic surface impedance,

consequently, satisfies the cciditions of similarity.
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Is possible the use cf ccmbination by uniform and periodically

similar of gratings. Fig. 5a ard 5b shows two possible forms of such

approximately periodically sisilar structures.

In both cases at point 0 is located the center of similitude.

Line OA represents a similar current filament. The finite segment of

structure, shown in Fig. Sa by dctted line, excited by narrow slot

with generator 1 and matched impedance to 2, is the analog of

traveling-wave antenna with the anisctropic radiating fabric.

Almost similar bounding surface is also key on surface of which

it is arranged/located wedge-sbaFed rack/ccmbl (Fig. 6).

FOOTNOTE I The claim "wedge-shaped rack/comb" No. 1260620/26-9 of 7

August, 1968. 2NDFOOTNOTE.

It is assumed that the plates of rack/comb 2 ar- arranged/located at

equidistance of d<<o. Wedge angle I can be arbitrary. The center of

similitude of source must be arranged/located on the edge/fin of key,

as shown in figure for the case of elementary source 1.

In this case upon transfer to the dimensionlass coordinates at

different fregupncies are ottained the wedge-shaped racks/combs,

which are characterized by ouly the denseness of the location of
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plates, that at sufficiently lcw values of d/X0 it does not lead to a

substantial charge of distrituting the surface impedance.

The axamplas examined shcw possibility on the basis of simple

geometric considerations to arrange, or to synthesize a larger number

of diverse electromagnetic systems with the potential frequency

independencs.

At the finite length each of such systems is antenna with the

weak frequency dependence wbcse Ecssible operating range it

grows/rises with an increase in the sizas/dimensions.

Together with the known trequency-independent antennas into this

class enter continucus-similarisuca systems, wh~ch possess

sufficiently high directivity.
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Fig. 6.

Page 42.

Conclusion.

The use/application of methcds of theory of similitude to the

examination of the boundary-value problems of electrodynamics makes

i~t possible to formulate thim sufficiently genaral conditions of ths

electrodynamic similarity whcee use gives the possibility to

synthesize the broad class of electromagnetic structures without the

105505, which possess potential frequency independence.

in the discussion of work took part G. T. Markov, Ya. S. Shifrin

and F. B. Chprnyy, for which the author expresses to them his

gratitude.
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Natural and mutual conductivities of half-wave slots, arbitrarily

oriented on the conducting surface of circular cylinder.

I. F. Dobrovol'skiy, V. M. Klyuyev, A. I. Rcgachev.

On thR base of the representation of the functions of Hankel

with Airyls functions are fcund the asymptctic expression of improper

integral, giving tangential ccmponents of field on the surface of the

ideally conducting cylinder, excited by magnetic current.

The obtained analytical expressions are applied for the

calculation by the method of the induced by emf external their own

and mutual conductivities of thi arbitrarily oriented half-wave slots

on the cylinder of comparatively large radius (ka)10).

Are given the results of rumerical calculations for different

criontations of slots.

Introduction.

A precise calculation cf thi radiation pattern of the gratings

---------------------------------

p I ,
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of slots, evaluation/estimate cf agreem-nt and broad-band character

of system and decoupling are tar not the full/total/complete

enumeration of the problems whose solution requires the determination

of the full/total/complete its cwn and mutual conductivities of

slots, often taking into account of their curvature and firite

dimensions of screen. Known results about the conductivity of slcts

on the cylindrical surface in essence concern the active component of

the conductivity of the radiaticn/emission of single slot either they

relate to the limiting cases of longitudinal or transverse slots.

Are obtained below expressions for the external conductivities

cf the half-wave slcts of arbitrary orientation, arranged/located on

the surface of the conducting circular cylinder of a large radius.

Initial relationships/ratios.

Determining the slot of the constant width d and the length t in

accordance with [(1], on the basis of method of 4DS we will obtain

k, .~
Y.=G.. B..=V.V,

(1)

where G(a, u, v, u', y') - the tensor of Green of the exterior of

cylinder;

u, v, u', v' - arc length alcrg the appropriate geodetic lines;

, ii
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V. V, - voltage on the slots;

n - the unit vector of extercal normal to the surface of cylinder.

Let centers n- and the a-th of slots be located,

corr:spoadingly, at points (a, c, o) and (a, 0, z) cylindrical

cocrdinats system (p, 0, z).

Page 44

Counting slot sufficient narrow (d<<l) and being limited to the

most important for the practice case of "inclined" slots (1=X/2),

.,(u,. v) =p , E(u, v) ='0 V0 (u) CosU, (2)

' (u) = Iz[(- ) z-uz-

wheri Pc - wave number; A - electrostatic function,

which describes the transverse dependence of tangential field cn the

slot; "o, To - the unit vectcrs of thq positive direction cf geodetic

lines, u coinciding with the direction of slactric field to the slot

and the vectors P0, u0 , vo is fcrmed the right-handed triad. Then for

mutual conductivities [1]
Vin, vl,, c u (,a '.d'vncs.d

V,., MVn (3)

_.: ' I
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Tangential magnetic field of slct on the surface of cylinder.

The vector of the full/tctal/complete magnetic current J, which

flows along the slot (segment cf the geodetic line cf circular

cylinder), can be represented in the form

7= V COSaCOS= P + Vsin cOS KV;. (4)

where - angle between the Ecsitive direction of helix and plane

z=const, positive reference direction a - count arclockwise.

Substituting (4) into internal integral (3), in accordance with

the determination of the tenscr function of Green (2] we will obtain

for the tangpntial magnetic fieli on the cylinder the following

expression:

H, 'p, z) = H.zo + Hp,~ 5

whe re H, = V, j cos [U' (z', q')] [sin a'r, + cos aJrl du' (z', q'),

H, = V, cos [cv'(z'. (p')l [sin aj,, + cosa, r,,] dv' (z', (p').

It is possible tc shcw that on thp surface of cylinder (with

p=tZ)

., .6 f 0 ' ( a ) ZF 8 ' ,.t a *1az

r [K2 I

4nw a. f)2
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where

S-- . e()') (a VX1(._,e _=J (,,. 12 2 dh.

& precise value for the tangential magnetic field of the slct of

arbitrary orientation on the surface of cylinder, obtained from (5)

and (6), inconveniently fcr the numerical calculations due to are

slow convergeaces of series. After using results [3] for the

functions T , it is possible to cbtain the approximation, valid fcr

large radii of cylinder (kalC): where

7 2 ex 1(Y),
x =, V (z-z)x + [a (T- T ')?', (7).

W. "aT Y + I _O "+ "" 7ys + hiaibi v,

e (Y e "y 2/3
12) 6AbWiflX T.

Key: (1). where. (2). for small cnes r. (3). for large ones r. (4).

roots.

W' (t) - the derivative cf Airy's function. Substituting (6)

taking into account (7) in (5), introducing the replacement of the

- -I
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variable/alternating

xzmZ, a4a =X, x'cs~cag-aqf'scan=Y (8)

and considering integrals in (5) as line integrals 1-ro of the type,

for the half-wave slot we will cbtain, by producing integration in

parts and taking into account that f(y) - ths slowly varying

function:
==j.L- L f (,,.+ -I, R f  )

H.. flx+-m ffy,)J+
e-- Rig Z sin a, + X cos a,, ++ Cos a, I ---- f (YI)2

L R11  X sin c. - Z cos

Zsin c, + X cosa-- (

+RisI Xsina,,-Zc asa a.

H ,v ICVs, C . f e)-R.S
= R.. f ( ' )

•-in r ,-,R,, () z sin cc, + x Cos a, + 2 -
-- ~ ~ ~~Xsin a. Z (g) Xia,-cos a.

eR, Zsin,,+Xcosa --

+ -: -f (Yo, 2 .
-s in L X sin a,, Z cos c.

(m n a C-os a,

Y2 vax. YW 0=.tj = 120n [o.ji-

Key: (1). where.

1' - 11'
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in the limiting cases of longitudinal and transverse slots those

obtained expressions coincide with appropriate expressions (]

Mutual conductivities of half-wave slots, arbitrarily oriented on the

surface of round cylinder.

Introducing the new system of coordinates (Fig. 1),

ZZ.4~+; X-X.M+4;
Z. -R'=Cos 0M;

X" Rasin 0; SC0 - ISc at -1
0 - (10)

(w her e Z,, a nd X,,,, coordinate of tha center of the a slot in tha

old coorlinate system) , wp will obtain from (3) :
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nd q

× S cos I , Rm cos (a, + @,mn) + I1 sin (a,, -- a)

2

2 eR

2

dtii , + (1 IJR, cos (a. + ,m) + v1 sin (m - an)

where_

Ri,., = ¢ I..sino.+o-,+Ilcm°.-a.)± -I+-
Y12 

2-

R•l =* 4- [Rnncs (an +emn) + is(a-an)+j'

+ Rn si (os, + I c, ) +1 5jf (us a)n

*I
#1.1
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Fig. 1.

Page 47.

With the help of the replacements of the variable/alternating of

the typo t-,R1 ,:± and the resciution of the obtained integrard into

the common fractions finally we will obtain, dividing the rizal ind

imaginary parts:

G.. IRef(VujQu+TJmfu)+QRef(zz)+

+ Tu Jm f (go+ Qn Re f (yM)+ TuJm f (yin) +Q," Re f (Aim) + T.Jm f(y) I
(12)

B-- (QJmf)-T.Ref~)+QlJmf(gj-

-T~ Re f (Qm + QuJm f (Vu) - T Re (Mu) + Qu m f (y.) - T Re f (ym)j1.
(13)
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2 2

[.nsineis.; T CO i t C = 0-]

KaVA

Rim + 11+ Cs(6 a]± .[sin (ag, + 9.). +j

At.2 R2.+E-1 -o -. c) ± i'R.. [sin (a. +E.) -

-sin (a.,+ 8.)],

3in (a,, - a,

Qum~ ({cosDAL 10 (1BI. 2 - D i) + CI (jBI. 2 + D11)I +
+ cm D.& (CI (JIB.2 + D% ± n) + Ci ((B. - D2 N)I +

+sin DiISI (Bi. 2 + D)-Si (B.-0 1 )i +

T11 *~= -- COSDI(Si (81 ,,-DI) + Si (Bt, .+ D1 )-l +
+co~sDd[Si (B,,,-D2 - ') +Si (B1.2 +Ds±n)-ni +
I 3+sin D, 101 (jB,.2-Dll) -C (JBI. 2+ DLIM +
+sinD.(CI (B.-D,~ j::)-CL (IB.2+ D,+ 1)1).

Q12.21 - (coslD) t0 (JAI. 2-D 1 + :) + Cl (IA., +DT; n!) +
-cos D,, [Ci (A1.2 -D2 1) +Ci (I. 2+DDI +sin DIISi (A1.2 +D 1: n)-

-Si (Al. 2-DL + n)l +4sin D2 [Si (A1.2 + D2) -Si (A1 .2-Dfl),

= 221(cosDLtSi (A, .2-D 1 t~ +Si (A,.2+ D1 ~ n)--j +
-j- cos DziSi (A1 ,2 -D2) -Si (AI. 2 + DL)-nI + sin DI [Ci (IA, .2-DI + n)-

-Ci (.At 2 L ) -sin D. [Ci (A.-D :1)-Ci (I.2 +NW)l,

* 0

e. j--L-
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42

Fig 2.

kaig. F. 2.shw deedne G,,an B,,o teagur

distanc-3 botveen centers of the slots, locatad in one sectica

(z=const) of cylinder.
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In the extreme case cf parallel longitudinal slots 2..,

centers of which are arrangid/lccated on one line z=const 1 1I2

of infinite plane Ika=-I , (12) and (13) they coincide with the well

known rasults for the one-sided slots on infinite plane (4].

o .- - .1

7 "F I
40

' Ii
4S-

42-
I I 3f 60

/

-- -I ,

4z-

Figo. 3.i

Key: (1). riho.
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tntrinsiz conduction ofo hall-wave~ slots, arbitrarily orientad on tha

surface of circular cylinder.

For obtaining the intrinsic conduction of slots it is ndcessary

to consider the final width cf slot (1).

Substitutiag (2), (6), (7) in (1) and taking into account that

u, ul, v, V' - arc l.ength of helixes, is possiblp. to easily shcw that

for the half-wave slot

Y. . ;( I + J.Co aO)U)

2 ~ -2, TT

x e )2(U-~s (Y)dvd~duu,:(14)

V ECU, V' xv', LI ICU, L -i' CU', d' =vd

'Ca ((u - UT + (V - V')'
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Differentiating twice under the internal integral and taking

into account that

3v LV(V-V)'+ (U-U')' J v --- L v-v)'+(--u), 1(),

after the necessary conversions, dividing r-al and imaginary parts,

we will obtain:

G,__= -J r [+ In 2x- CQ (2n) + - cos' a Si(2n)l
2n W, L 8#ca jB. -WI o Si (2a) + -cosa 1 n2,--C Ci(2x.In .(15)

where C=0.5772.

Passing in (15) to the limit with ka->- (infinits plane), we

will obtain well-known exFression for tha half-wave slot on the

infinite plane, which radiates into the hemisphere.
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Characteristics of antennas with frequency beam swinging.

D. B. Zimin, V. S. Losev.

In the work are determined the characteristics of the

line-source antennas with frequency beam swinging, intended for the

usR in th3 flat antennas with wide-angle beam swinging in two planes.

It is claimed that for obtaining the high electrical

characteristics in the flat/plans antenna arrays it is expedient to

utilize the line-source antennas, ccnstructed on the base of the

waveguide kite aircuits with the waveguide bends in the plane cf

magnetic field.

One of the methods of the ccnstruction of flat/plane antenna

arrays with wide-angle electrical beam swinging is the use of a

frequency response method of beam swinging in one plane and "phase"

(with th3 help of the electrically controlled phase inverters) - in

another. In this case antenna fabric is assembled from the saparate

line-source antennas with frequency swinging of beam (rules), each of

which is excited through individual phase inverter [1].

e1!
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For beam swinging in the cone with the apex angla of 40-900

necessary is the low pitch of emitters and, therefore, a small

transverse size/dimension of rule - 0.7k-0.58X, what is one of the

serious requiremants, presented to the cule.

An~thar obvious group of thq requiremants, usually presentqd to

the rule, are the raquirement-- of high a1.ectrical characteristics

(large throughput, low losses, the linearity of angular-frequency

characteristic), morsovar for each of th.'ise characteristics it is

possible to indicate potential, saximally high value.

laximally high throughput cf line-source antenna w.th frequency

beam swinging it is lcgical to consider the pow _r, passed by flat

rectangular wavaguide of the ccrrespondiag wave band.

it will be shown belcw that it is possible to propose such rulms

circuits of which they possess throughout, which virtually coi ncid as

with the maximum.

Thn installation/setting up of emitters leads to certain

weakening of dielectric strsngth of circuit, but not in the larger

measure than In waveguide-sict type usual antennas. Spsaking in other

words, a decrease in throughput can and not be the specific character

of antenna with frequency beau swinging.

I..
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Maximally low losses (or maximally high efficiency) has the

rule, constructed according tc the parallel diagram, in which the

excitation of each emitter is realized from the single input with the

help of the segments of waveguides with the progressively increasing

langth.

Page 52.

The diagram of this rule (waveguida prism) is shown in Fig. 1,

where it is marked:

1, 2, 3, ... , n - emitters;

nF - unguided phase inverters;

L =nl - segments of the fqeder lins, which connect N of the

outputs of adder Z with the emitters. Without examining a question

about the practical realizability of a similar diagram (by the way,

very doubtful in the case of antenna to any axtnt large length) , let

us find its efficiency, disregarding lo3ses in the adder and

considering that the length of the first, shortest waveguide L, (sai

Fig. 1), is equal to zerc.

e I
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With the symmetrical adder when losses in the segments of

waveguides form geometric progression, it is easy to obtain the

following expression for efficiency:
! -e7 ALIV

* , IS A (1)

whar3 - attenuation in th. coupling waveguides;

LO=N1 - maximum length of coupling wav.guide;

N - total number of emitters in the rule;

1 - iifference in the lengths of two adjacent waveguidas.

Difference in the longths of adjacent waveguides - 1 and their

width - a determine the angular-frequency sensitivity of waveguide

ris.m and the sector of frequency beam swinging. From the phase

relationships/ratios for the hcundaries of the sector of oscillation

it is possible to obtain the fcllowing relationship/ratio, which

connects sizes/dimensions I and a with the boundaries of sector Of,

ind Of and the limits of a change in frequency fl, f 2 :

]- 41
4 1 4 4

PrA
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a 1 - (2)

- =7.__ (3)

Wher-e
0 d,
-- -sin O,

- A A sin g,,1

-o iidband frequency;

mn 1, 2. 3, 4

F -supplementary phase displacement between the adjacent emitters,

created due to connection of phase inverters into the channels of

emitters;

d- step/pitch of emitters alcng the axis of rule.

Subsequently i's utilizqd also designation dT - the distanca

between zenters of rulas in tbq plani of antqnna fabric.
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Maximally small ncnuniformity of angular-frequency sensitivity

(UChCh) his the antenna, assembled on parallel or series circuit with

the use of the air twin-lead cr coaxial lines, for which there is no

dispersion (group and phase speleds are Bqual). Let us show this, for

which let us record UChCh in the following form:

Auwd2L=.~-L m__ RA +Yr Iy 1(4)
dr Cos 01  2K, d1 f LI)

J

fL f

where .r d - geometric delay/retarding/deceleration, equal to the

relation af the length of the segment of the waveguide line,

connected between two adjacent emitters, to the step/pitch of

emitters;

7 - phase delay/retarding/deceleration.

Expressing value (m--2) through the group and phase

delays/retardings/deceleraticrs in the normal position of ray/baam

(f-f,4):
s .d 1 - 2 A (5)

let us rewrite (4) in the fcllcwing form:

cos Of , d dt y. d..t!T

Page 54.

•' M .|
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From (7) it is evident that UChCh of line-source antenna is

composed of two members, who depend on the frequency and, tharefore,

that contributes its contributicn to the nonuniformity UChCh with

beam swinging. However, on the type of circuit depends only second

componect/term/addsnd, which can be equal to zero when dy-0 i.e.

in the absence of dispersicn.

Nonuniformity UChCh usually is computed according to tha formula

AA_ ± 100% ( ' - -- 00(A-A,)%, (8)2A 0  - A, +At

whers A, and A2 - UChCh on the boundaries of the sector of frequency

beam swinging.

From formulas (8) and (9) it is possibla to calculate minimum

nonuniformity UChCh for the sysmetrical relative to standard sector

of bean swinging:

I.A A__ 1 00 L' 01. (9)

In this case

4 2 I ft (10)In 2 fpgl

In paragraph A) Trablr- I are given all anumarated maximum
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characteristics for two wave bands at the length of line-source

antenna to -100 X and average/mean angular-frequency sensitivity:

Aeo-5 -pa! (Ott81,=e. 7,5"; fl-0,965 fo;. f2-1,035 fo).
ta) on 4en acm u

Key: (1) . Deg. (2) . percentage cf frequa-ncy.

turing the calculation of losses according to formula (1) it was

assumed that the waveguides were prepared from aluminum and have the

height b=0.45k. This height of waveguide provides the possibility of

the order of rules with the step/pitch d, -0.5 %'), that it makes it

possibla to obtain the sector of tha phase iscillation 2A0°=180°2).

FOOTNOTE 1. In this case the wavaguides in the aperture of prism will

be joined by narrow walls.

Z. This value 2,10, is obtained only from condition of single-ray beam

swinging: under actual conditicrs it is hardly expedient to approach

sector of scanning, greater than -450, for which is sufficient

step/pitch of emitters 0.58X.,n. INEFOOTNOTE.
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Table 7.

PI.V AuMA WOU14OCth. MeM. KA "pH pas JINi'A 6..A
gaRSHMn lyq&. &pad _Oen M.

i 1o0 3 to 3

a) rpeeM.ch..e xapaKTepIIc'rHK4

,.0 13 1.3 0.92 0.86 +4
' XapameplcmHic H~ueliteoIH aHTeHHbi c E-38

21 1.2 0.11. 0.62 0,45 k9.6
6) Xapairepcamrn, a.rliesilOii aHTeHHbl c H-3B

t0 10.6 0.96 0.84 0.75 :0.6

Key: (1) the sector of phase swinging of beam, deg. (2). discharge

poVPr, MW, with different X, cm. (3). efficiency with different{ (4)

Nonuniformity UChCh, o/o. (a). Maximum characteristics. (b) ancL. (c)

Characteristics of Line-source antenna,

Page 55.

During the calculation of discharge power was assumed I that

rectangular vaveguida has a section 0.72 XxO.45 X, and dielectric

strength of air is equal to 29 kV/cm.

FOOTNOTE 1. The passed (wcrker) and discharge power differ to the

safety factor, equal to 1.5-4 [5]. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Types of rules with the characteristics, close to the maximum ones.
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We will be bounded to the examination only of series circuit of

the construction of rule (with the use of a circuit) and will shcw

that in a number of cases of the characteristic of circuit (and,

consequently, of rule as a whole) they can be close to the maximum

ones.

The angular-frequency sersitivity of rule, as it follows fcom

works [2], is determined by angle of radiation and by group

delay/retirding/deceleration V which can be recorded in the fcrm

I dy
d ~lt Af

where y - phase delay/retaraing/deceleration in the waveguide of

lines;

A - tarm, which characterizes dispersion;
dIl

-YM+ - geometric delay/retarding/deceleration;

1 - segment of the waveguide lini a, connected between two adjacent

-mitters.

FOOTNOTE 2. By waveguide here and throughout is understood any
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canalizing system. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Using the method of obtaining the assignad group

delay/retarding/deceleration the circuits can be somewhat

conditionally decomposed into the classes strong and weakly

dispersive ones.

In the highly dispersive systems the necessary

delay/retarding/decele ration is ccmpospi of phase

delay/retarding/deceleration and dispersion with l/d F -- 1 (3]; in the

weakly dispersive systems the value of group

delay/retarding/deceleraticn detrmines factor 1/df >>l; th~rzforE

such circuits occasionally referred to is geometric [3].

The highly dispersive ones include the systems with ground

waves, and also periodic waveguide systems, whose each period is

formed by the strongly reflecting waveguide heterogensity (for

example, flanged wavaguides, system "finger/pin into the finger/pin"

and the like).

The weakly dispersive circuits include the periodic waveguide

systms whose each period is formed by the waveguide hetercgensity

(curvature) with the negligible coefficient of reflection; necessary

group delay/retarding/decelaraticn is here obliged to the simple
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geometric elongation of theA path of motion of electromagnetic energy

(for example, waveguide spirals and dO/iS during the appropriate

selection of the curvatures of the ensuring smallness reflection

coefficients).

Page 56.

In the highly dispersive circuits, in contrast to the weakly

dispersive ones, are always regicns with the increased concentration

of electrical and (or) magnetic fields ind consequently, with the

increased concentration of surface currants. This is the direct

consequence of the increased dispersion of system and imply an

incrgase in the ohmic losses, a decrease in the uniformity UChCh and

a sharp decrease in throughput in comparison with the analogous

characteristics of the weakly dispersivp circuit during the same

average group dalay/retarding/deceleration.

The only useful property of the highly dispersive circuits (but

sometimps by very important), which also there is a consequence cf

tha presence of regions with the increased concntration of fields,

is the decrease of overall sizqs.

Thus, circuit with the high electrical characteristics should be

sought only in the class of the weakly dispersive circuits - kite and

' J
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spiral waveguides. By fundamental difficulty during the construction

of a similar system is obtaining low reflection coefficient from the

separate curvature with the chservance previously the size

limitations indicated;, other ccnditions being equal, it is better

than the characteristics of that system, in which most completely are

utilized the overall sizes, i.e., for the assigned step/pitch of

emitters df and d4 and assigned angular-frequency sensitivity are

used maximally possible sizes/dimensions of wavyguides, and the

distribution of electromagnetic energy in them is maximally even,

without the local concentraticus.
~i

Taking into account these consideritions let us attempt to

design circuit with the characteristics, close to the maximum onss.

Preliminarily let us measure cff, that the systems on the base of

lines with the wave TEM, althcugh they possess the maximally small

nonunifcrmity of angular-frequency sensitivity and easily satisfy all

siz* limitations, they are distant from the circle of the searches

for circuit it was throttled/tapered - from the optimum according to

such most important indices as losses and throughput. This is the

consequence of the fact th.at the wave TEM can be only transmission

mode in the systems whose transverse sizes/dimensions are much lowe=

than the wavelength, the at the same tims assigned step/pitch of

emittqr3 .(d-dp s0.55X.-0.7X) can be qnsured, utilizing circuits on

the bass of the lines whose transvezse sizes/dimensions are
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commensurated with the wavelength - usuaLl rectangular waveguides with j
wave Hao From the waveguide weakly dispersive systems it is pcssible

to immadiately reject/throw waveguide spirals, since during

sufficiently large delay/retarding/decaleration (yp> 3 .5) thair

transverse overall size dces rct make it possible to obtain the

required stap/pitch of emitters d,.

Page 57.

Thus, the circle of the searches for circuit from which most

natural for the use/application in the antennas with frequency beam

swinging seems the ao;/ with the 1800 curvaturas in the plane of

electric field and with the esitters, excitad of each curvature.

However, Fig. 2a, where is shown the diagram of this snake,

immediately shows deficiencies/lacks in a similar system: for

obtaining the sufficiently lcw pitch of emitters d* the

size/dimension of waveguide "b" must bo considerably less than the

same size/dimension in the standard waveguides of the correspcnding

wave band. Thus, with the sectcr of fr%quency swinging of beam of

+-200 step/pitch of emitters d--O.71X, and b--O.12k. So low a value b

leads to comparatively large Icsses in the system and decrease in

throughput. However, throughput in the larger measure is limited to

the second deficiency/lack in this syst-m - by small bending radius

of waveguide in the plane of electric field. Thus, with step/pitch
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df=0.71k bending radius r-d:/b-O,12k. So small a bending radius and,

therefore, high reflection coefficient from it they do not make it

possible to hopa fcc obtaining of the to any extent satisfactory

characteristics of this systes.

The best characteristics ;cssesses the kite system, shown in

Fig. 2b, which is characterized by from the only fact that the

bending radius is here made maximally possible for the assigned

st.p/pitch of emitters. Latter/last system exhausts, apparently, the

possibilities of kite waveguides (ZV) with the curvatures in the

plane of electric field (E-ZV); its design characteristics for three

wave bands are given in Table 1.

~t
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Fig. 2.

Page 58.

An ovarall deficiency/lack in the rules on the basis of kite

waveguides with the curvatures in the plane of electric field is thz

impossibility of order their sufficiently closely to each other for

ths purpose of obtaining ths low pitch of emitters d, and,

therefore, larger sector of phase beam swinging. Taking in:o account

all design features of the antennas in question obtaining step/pitch

d9, smaller than 0.7X, and therefore tha sector of the phasa

defl!?ction of the hLam, greater than +-22.50, with the use E-ZV,

apparently, it is impcssible.
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At the same time the decrease of stqp/pitch d, and the maximum

expansion of the sector of the phase beim deflection is considered by

desirable and more advisable than ths decrease of step/pitch d# for

the purpose of the expansion cf the sector of frequency beam

swinging. The latter in tho real systems in which is included the

antenna, usually is limited either by the deviation cf frequency or

by the angular-frequency sensitivity whose improvement blocks the

requirement of small linear chmic losses in the circuit of antenna.

However, the latter increase with an increase in the

angular-frequency sensitivity nct more weakly than it is directly

proportional [2]. However, the expansion of the sector of the phase

beam deflection can block only steep pitch of emitters d,

All noted deficiencies/lacks prove to be sharply weakened in the

rules, constructed on the base cf kite waveguides with the curvatures

in the plane of magnetic field (N-ZV) [61 to the latter/last not

qxamined by us weakly dispersive circuit.

At first glance the possibility of use N-ZV in the antenna seems

doubtful because its period, in contrast to the E-ZV, more than

wavelength. Also can seem by doubtful th. possibility of octaining

the sufficiently high electrical characteristics in view of a small

bending radius of waveguide.
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However, the first doubt drops off, if we %xcite emitters from

the middles of waveguide channels, as shown in Fig. 2c; the

step/pitch of emitters d, is equal to half of the period of Coi( and

can comprise 0o.65X-0.7k, what it is sufficient for frequency beau

swinging in sector of +-20-+-300.

The sector of the phase beam defle-tion in the foil lattices,

formed by the set of rules cn the base N-ZV, can be led to +-45 and

even it is more, since with the common for standard waveguides

size/dimension of narrow wall (B0.5X) the step/pitch of the order of

rules in the fabric can be clcse to the half-wave. On the other hand,

the possibility of using the waveguide circuit whose size/dimension b

is close to the standard, i.q., two or thres times more than in the

E-ZV, makes it possible tc significantly decrease the linear losses.

But, perhaps, even morp iu~crtant alvantage N-ZV before the E-ZV

is the fact that waveguide bend in the plane of magnetic fi3ld, even

with so small a bending radius (see Fig. 2c), has low reflection

coefficient and virtually (with the accuracy approximately 20o/3)

dois not affect throughput. The special features/peculiarities of

waveguide curvatures indicat.d in the plane of magnetic field to a

certain degree are known from literatura (5], and were also in Ietail

invastigated both thecritically and experimental £ 5-7].
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Page 59.

By tha same high characteristics, 1lthough into the somewhat

smaller frequency band, possesses the N-ZV even with the rectangular

curvaturas (Fig. 2d) . Du,! -o insignificant worsening/deterioration in

the range properties this systeu obtained the series/row cf issential

structural/design advantages in comparison with the system Fig. 2c.

Latter/last two systems, in the principle, differ little from

each other, exhaust tha possitilities of using the kite waveguides

with the curvatures in the plane of magnetic field in the antennas

with frequency beam swingiq.

All mentioned kits systems are depicted in Fig. 2 with the

exemplary/approximate observance of scale. Among these systeas N-ZV

most complately is utilized thq transverse overall size, derarmired

by the step/pitch of emitters d; and d. Simultaneously the N-ZV has

the greatest height.

Dtsign characteristics cf rule on base N-ZV are given in the

latter/last column Table 1, from which it is clear that thes.a

characteristics are very close tc the maximum ones.

"1'
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